
M VESA Gas Lift Arm Dual Side by Side Black

There are few things that are so important in the
workplace as your working position during an 8-hour
shift. So save back, neck and eyes and let’s make it
easy to use dual monitors in the office.
The M Gas Lift Dual Side by Side gas suspended
monitor arm was designed by Multibrackets to
optimize your productivity and improve ergonomics
while at work.

The M Gas Lift Dual Side by Side is made out of a durable aluminum construction and driven by true gas
suspension technique. This makes the screens "float" and they can be moved with near zero effort. Sleek and
streamlined, the M Vesa Gas Lift Arm frees up space and allows positioning of your displays for greater
productivity. Fingertip tilt provides smooth adjustment for two LCD´s in any direction. Easy move the screen
from landscape to portrait position or move the screens close to the desk, high up, matching almost any
wanted working position imaginable.

Supports VESA standards 75x75 and 100x100 (VESA 200x200 via an adapter) and holds screens weighing
from minimum of 2kg and up to maximum of 10kg each.

The M VESA Gas lift Arms series utilize true gas based suspension technique. This German invented
technology is used for a wide variety of industries and applications.
The gas technique to create its amazing effortless floating feel by balancing the pressure in the gas cartridge
against the screens weight. This technique is not to be confused with the more economical and less
functional spring technique found in more economical solutions on the market.
 

Available in Silver, Black and White.

Want to configure several LCD´s side by side?
Want to easily change the position of your LCD screens with near zero effort?
Tired of a work desk all jammed up by screens?
Want to change viewing angle for sitting or standing position, landscape or portrait mode?

Ready when you are

EAN: 7350073733965

M VESA Gas Lift Arm Dual Side by Side - Mounting kit
( desk clamp mount, 2 articulating arms ) for 2 LCD
displays - aluminum - black - screen size: 15" - 32"

http://pdfcrowd.com


SPECIFICATION
M VESA Gas Lift Arm Dual Side by Side Black

Article No: 7 350 073 733 965

Colour: Black

Surface Finish: Powder coating

Material: Aluminum, Steel

For screen size: 15"-32" * depending on screen type

VESA standard: 75x75 100x100 mm

Screen weight: Min:2 kg Max. 10 kg

Function: Gas driven piston

Product size: 1300x650x605 mm

Weight: 6.8 kg

Tilt angle: +75 - 45 degrees

Turn angle: +90 - 90 degrees

Rotate: 90 degrees

Installation: Desk clamp, adjustable 10-50 mm

Cable Management: Yes

Warranty: 2 years

View more images and videos for this product at http://multibrackets.com/3965
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